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• Standard candle process at the LHC


• Large cross section and clean 
signature due to hard charged lepton


• Allows experimental measurements 
and theoretical predictions of the 
highest precision

Drell-Yan @LHC 
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Drell-Yan @LHC

• Fixed-order DY computations reliable only for large values of pT ~ M


• Large soft/collinear log(pT/M) arising when pT << M


• All-order resummation of log(pT/M) needed

V = W, Z
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Outline
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• State-of-the-art pT resummation in QCD


• Fiducial N3LO DY cross sections from pT resummation


• Inclusion of EW effects in pT resummation


• New observable for mW determination
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pT resummation in Drell-Yan

• Variety of frameworks to perform pT resummation: b-space / momentum space, QCD / SCET, TMD


• Nowadays N3LL’ QCD accuracy, i.e. 𝛼s  log(pT/M)      and 𝛼s  log(pT/M)      


• Some ingredients known at N4LL QCD, i.e. 𝛼s  log(pT/M)    

n n-2 n 2n-6

n n-3

[Cute+MCFM: Becher, Campbell, Neumann, et al.; RadISH: 
Monni, Re, Rottoli, PT; NangaParbat: Bacchetta, Bertone, 
Bozzi, et al.; Artemide: Scimemi, Vladimirov; DYTurbo: Catani, 
Grazzini, Ferrera, Cieri, Camarda, et al.; SCETlib: Billis, Ebert, 
Michel, Tackmann, et al.; reSolve: Coradeschi, Cridge; 
Resbos: Isaacson, Yuan, et al.; …]



pT spectrum in Drell-Yan @LHC
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Comparison to LHC data
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All implementations except Artemide include      results from MCFM 

ATLAS-CONF-2023-013 [ATLAS-CONF-2023-013]

pT(Z)

neutral DY
• pT(Z) comparison at N3LL’/approx N4LL QCD 

against ATLAS 8 TeV data


• A success for the community: remarkable 
agreement with data and few-% QCD residual 
uncertainty in the resummation region


• Non-perturbative advances would be needed to 
improve description below 5 GeV


• Impact of aN3LO PDFs to be carefully assessed

-> see also T. Cridge’s talk



Measuring the strong coupling
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Predictions obtained with DYturbo

Two-parameter non-perturbative model

One of the most precise determinations of 

ATLAS-CONF-2023-015

[Collins Rogers 1412.3820]

[Camarda Cieri Ferrera 2303.12781]
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• 𝛼s precisely extracted from resummed pT(Z) spectrum by ATLAS


• Uses aN3LO MSHT20 PDFs [MSHT 2207.04739]


• Studies on PDF and non-pert. correlations with 𝛼s needed to build confidence in the quoted 
uncertainty
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Figure 2: Transverse-momentum distribution of / bosons predicted with DYTurbo [31] at different values of Us (</ ),
using the MSHT20 PDF set [32].

range |[ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors.
Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide electromagnetic (EM) energy measurements
with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-tile hadron calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range
(|[ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and
hadronic energy measurements up to |[ | = 4.9. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters and is
based on three large superconducting air-core toroidal magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of
the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. The muon spectrometer includes a
system of precision tracking chambers and fast detectors for triggering. A three-level trigger system is
used to select events. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector
information to accept events at a rate of at most 75 kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger
levels that together reduce the accepted event rate to 400 Hz on average depending on the data-taking
conditions during 2012. An extensive software suite [44] is used in data simulation, in the reconstruction
and analysis of real and simulated data, in detector operations, and in the trigger and data acquisition
systems of the experiment. The data were collected by the ATLAS detector in 2012 at a centre-of-mass
energy of

p
B = 8 TeV, and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 20.2 fb�1. The mean number of

additional ?? interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up events) in the data set is approximately 20.

3 Cross-section measurement

The /-boson transverse-momentum distribution is measured in the electron and muon decay channels,
which provide a clear signature with low background rates and a high precision measurement of the
momentum, as presented in Ref. [45]. The double-differential cross sections as functions of transverse
momentum and rapidity (H) of the / boson are measured in the pole region, defined as 80 < <✓✓ < 100 GeV,
where <✓✓ is the invariant mass of the dilepton system. The combination of 6.2 million electron and
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[ATLAS-CONF-2023-015]

pT(Z)

-> see also M. Corradi’s talk

alphas from resummed pT in Drell Yan



• State-of-the-art pT resummation in QCD


• Fiducial N3LO DY cross sections from pT resummation


• Inclusion of EW effects in pT resummation


• New observable for mW determination
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Power corrections

3
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qT subtraction [Catani, Grazzini, 0703012]
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• Linear fiducial power corrections with standard experimental cuts, numerically challenging
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• Linear fiducial power corrections with standard experimental cuts, numerically challenging


• Can be reduced to quadratic (pTcut/M)  by using different cuts: staggered [Grazzini, Kallweit, Wiesemann, 
1711.06631], product [Salam, Slade, 2106.08329]


• Alternatively, include transverse recoil in the resummation [Catani et al. 1507.06937, Ebert et al. 2006.11382] or 
in the expansion [Buonocore, et al. 2111.13661, Camarda, Cieri, Ferrera, 2111.14509] 

2
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N3LO QCD DY fiducial
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• Recoil crucial to tame linear power corrections


• Resummation of linear power corrections through recoil yields robust uncertainty estimate


• Results here with NNLO PDFs, impact of aN3LO PDF [MSHT 2207.04739, NNPDF 2402.18635]


• N3LO QCD fiducial DY results nowadays available in different frameworks, see e.g. [DYTurbo 
2103.04974, SCET+NNLOJET 2107.09085, Cute+MCFM 2207.07056] 

for the moderate difference between the fixed-order and the
resummed prediction for the symmetric cuts, which as
previously discussed indicates a sensitivity of the cross
section to the infrared region of small pll

T . This ultimately
worsens further the perturbative convergence of the fixed-
order series thereby challenging the perspectives to reach
percent-accurate theoretical predictions within symmetric
cuts.
A possible solution to this problem [100] is to slightly

modify the definition of the fiducial cuts as in Eq. (2b) in
order to reduce such a sensitivity to infrared physics. We
present for the first time theoretical predictions up to N3LO
and N3LOþ N3LL for this set of cuts, reported in the third
and fourth column of Table I. The relative difference
between the fixed-order and resummed calculations for
the fiducial cross section never exceeds 0.04%, which
indicates that the predictions with product cuts can be
computed accurately with fixed-order perturbation theory.
Nevertheless, we still observe a more reliable estimate of
the theoretical uncertainties when resummation is included.
In order to study the stability of our predictions against

variations of the infrared parameter pcut
T , in Fig. 2 we show

the dependence of the NkLO correction [i.e., theOðαksÞ term
in the expansion of the fiducial cross section] on pcut

T down
to pcut

T ≃ 0.4 GeV. In the case of symmetric cuts Eq. (2a),
we observe that the inclusion of the linear power correc-
tions is essential to reach a plateau at small pcut

T , achieving
the necessary independence of the result on the slicing
parameter. We thus obtain an excellent control over the
estimate of the slicing error quoted in Table I. Furthermore,
Fig. 2 clearly shows that the omission of such linear
corrections leads to an incorrect result for the fiducial
cross section computed with the qT-subtraction method,
unless dσNNLODYþjet can be computed precisely down to
pcut
T ≪ 1 GeV. Conversely, in the case of the product cuts,

we observe a much milder dependence of the NkLO
correction on pcut

T , and the further inclusion of power
corrections does not lead to any visible difference, con-
sistent with the fact that such corrections are quadratic in
most of the phase space [100]. As an additional sanity
check, we have repeated the test of Fig. 2 for each

individual flavour channel contributing to the N3LO
Drell-Yan cross section. The results are collected in
Supplemental Material [103], together with a discussion
on alternative approaches to qT subtraction employing a
fitting procedure [119], and a comparison to the litera-
ture [58,101].
Finally, the computation presented in this Letter allows

us to obtain, for the first time, N3LOþ N3LL predictions

TABLE I. Fiducial cross sections for the symmetric Eq. (2a) and product Eq. (2b) cuts both at fixed perturbative
order and including all-order resummation. We report the theoretical uncertainty in percent and, in parentheses, the
absolute value of the statistical uncertainty. The latter applies to the last significant figures displayed. At N3LO we
also separately indicate the slicing error, in absolute value. See the main text for details.

Order σ (pb) Symmetric cuts σ (pb) Product cuts

k NkLO NkLOþ NkLL NkLO NkLOþ NkLL

0 721.16þ12.2%
−13.2% $ $ $ 721.16þ12.2%

−13.2% $ $ $
1 742.80ð1Þþ2.7%

−3.9% 748.58ð3Þþ3.1%
−10.2% 832.22ð1Þþ2.7%

−4.5% 831.91ð2Þþ2.7%
−10.4%

2 741.59ð8Þþ0.42%
−0.71% 740.75ð5Þþ1.15%

−2.66% 831.32ð3Þþ0.59%
−0.96% 830.98ð4Þþ0.74%

−2.73%
3 722.9ð1.1Þþ0.68%

−1.09% % 0.9 726.2ð1.1Þþ1.07%
−0.77% 816.8ð1.1Þþ0.45%

−0.73% % 0.8 816.6ð1.1Þþ0.87%
−0.69%

FIG. 2. Dependence of the extracted NkLO corrections to the
fiducial cross sections shown in Table I on the pcut

T infrared
parameter, both for the symmetric and product cuts. In the latter
case, the NLO correction has been rescaled by a factor 1=4. The
dashed vertical line indicates our default value pcut

T ¼ 0.81 GeV.
The blue band is obtained by combining linearly the statistical
and slicing errors.
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Effect of linear 
power corrections
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most of the phase space [100]. As an additional sanity
check, we have repeated the test of Fig. 2 for each

individual flavour channel contributing to the N3LO
Drell-Yan cross section. The results are collected in
Supplemental Material [103], together with a discussion
on alternative approaches to qT subtraction employing a
fitting procedure [119], and a comparison to the litera-
ture [58,101].
Finally, the computation presented in this Letter allows

us to obtain, for the first time, N3LOþ N3LL predictions
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Fiducial DY cross section at N3LO [NNLOJet+RadISH: Chen, et al., 2203.01565]

for the moderate difference between the fixed-order and the
resummed prediction for the symmetric cuts, which as
previously discussed indicates a sensitivity of the cross
section to the infrared region of small pll

T . This ultimately
worsens further the perturbative convergence of the fixed-
order series thereby challenging the perspectives to reach
percent-accurate theoretical predictions within symmetric
cuts.
A possible solution to this problem [100] is to slightly

modify the definition of the fiducial cuts as in Eq. (2b) in
order to reduce such a sensitivity to infrared physics. We
present for the first time theoretical predictions up to N3LO
and N3LOþ N3LL for this set of cuts, reported in the third
and fourth column of Table I. The relative difference
between the fixed-order and resummed calculations for
the fiducial cross section never exceeds 0.04%, which
indicates that the predictions with product cuts can be
computed accurately with fixed-order perturbation theory.
Nevertheless, we still observe a more reliable estimate of
the theoretical uncertainties when resummation is included.
In order to study the stability of our predictions against

variations of the infrared parameter pcut
T , in Fig. 2 we show

the dependence of the NkLO correction [i.e., theOðαksÞ term
in the expansion of the fiducial cross section] on pcut

T down
to pcut

T ≃ 0.4 GeV. In the case of symmetric cuts Eq. (2a),
we observe that the inclusion of the linear power correc-
tions is essential to reach a plateau at small pcut

T , achieving
the necessary independence of the result on the slicing
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we observe a much milder dependence of the NkLO
correction on pcut

T , and the further inclusion of power
corrections does not lead to any visible difference, con-
sistent with the fact that such corrections are quadratic in
most of the phase space [100]. As an additional sanity
check, we have repeated the test of Fig. 2 for each

individual flavour channel contributing to the N3LO
Drell-Yan cross section. The results are collected in
Supplemental Material [103], together with a discussion
on alternative approaches to qT subtraction employing a
fitting procedure [119], and a comparison to the litera-
ture [58,101].
Finally, the computation presented in this Letter allows

us to obtain, for the first time, N3LOþ N3LL predictions
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order and including all-order resummation. We report the theoretical uncertainty in percent and, in parentheses, the
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the extracted NkLO corrections to the
fiducial cross sections shown in Table I on the pcut

T infrared
parameter, both for the symmetric and product cuts. In the latter
case, the NLO correction has been rescaled by a factor 1=4. The
dashed vertical line indicates our default value pcut

T ¼ 0.81 GeV.
The blue band is obtained by combining linearly the statistical
and slicing errors.
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!e Drell-Yan fiducial cross section at N3LO and N3LO+N3LL
3

Order � [pb] Symmetric cuts � [pb] Product cuts

k NkLO NkLO+NkLL NkLO NkLO+NkLL

0 721.16+12.2%
�13.2% — 721.16+12.2%

�13.2% —

1 742.80(1)+2.7%
�3.9% 748.58(3)+3.1%

�10.2% 832.22(1)+2.7%
�4.5% 831.91(2)+2.7%

�10.4%

2 741.59(8)+0.42%
�0.71% 740.75(5)+1.15%

�2.66% 831.32(3)+0.59%
�0.96% 830.98(4)+0.74%

�2.73%

3 722.9(1.1)+0.68%
�1.09% ± 0.9 726.2(1.1)+1.07%

�0.77% 816.8(1.1)+0.45%
�0.73% ± 0.8 816.6(1.1)+0.87%

�0.69%

TABLE I. Fiducial cross sections for the symmetric (2a) and product (2b) cuts both at fixed perturbative order and including
all-order resummation.

dow is 66 GeV < m�� < 116 GeV and the lepton rapidi-
ties are confined to |��± | < 2.5. The transverse momen-
tum of the two leptons is constrained as

Symmetric cuts [113]: |�p �±

T | > 27 GeV , (2a)

Product cuts [100]:
�

|�p �+
T | |�p ��

T | > 27 GeV ,

min{|�p �±

T |} > 20 GeV . (2b)

The central factorisation and renormalisation scales

are chosen to be µR = µF =
�

m��
2 + p��

T
2

and the cen-

tral resummation scale is set to Q = m��/2. In the results
presented below, the theoretical uncertainty is estimated
by varying the µR and µF scales by a factor of two about
their central value, while keeping 1/2 � µR/µF � 2. In
addition, for the resummed results, for central µR = µF

scales we vary Q by a factor of two around its central
value. Moreover, a matching-scheme uncertainty is esti-
mated by including the full scale variation of the additive
matching scheme of Ref. [59] (27 variations that comprise
the one of the central matching scale v0 introduced in
Eq. (5.2) of that article). The final uncertainty is ob-
tained as the envelope of all the above variations, corre-
sponding to 7 and 36 curves for the fixed-order and re-
summed computations, respectively. In the fiducial cross
sections quoted below at N3LO and N3LO+N3LL, we do
not consider the uncertainty related to the missing N3LO
parton distributions, which are currently unavailable.

In Fig. 1, we start by showing the transverse-
momentum distribution of the Drell–Yan lepton pair in
the fiducial volume (2a), obtained with Eq. (1), compared
to experimental data [113]. In the figure we label the
distributions by the perturbative accuracy of their inclu-
sive integral over p��

T . Our state-of-the-art N3LO+N3LL
prediction provides an excellent description of the data
across the spectrum, with the exception of the first bin at
small p��

T which is susceptible to non-perturbative correc-
tions not included in our calculation. We point out that
the term d�NNLO

DY+jet�
�
d�N3LL

DY

�
O(�3

s)
in Eq. (1) gives a non-

negligible contribution even for p��
T � 15 GeV. The resid-

ual theoretical uncertainty in the intermediate p��
T region

is at the few-percent level, and it increases to about 5%
for p��

T & 50 GeV. A more accurate description of the

large-p��
T region requires the inclusion of EW corrections,

which we neglect in our calculation.
We now consider the fiducial cross section with sym-

metric cuts (2a). In order to gain control over the slicing
systematic error, we choose pcut

T as low as 0.81 GeV. In
the first column of Tab. I, denoted as NkLO, we show the
fixed-order results to O(↵k

s ). The second column of Tab. I
displays the result obtained including resummation ef-
fects. In the fixed-order case, the theoretical uncertainty
at N3LO, estimated as discussed above, is supplemented
with an estimate of the slicing uncertainty obtained by
varying pcut

T in the range [0.45, 1.48] GeV and taking the
average di�erence from the result with pcut

T = 0.81 GeV.
In the resummed case, we quote the total theoretical un-
certainty including also the matching scheme variation.
In both cases the statistical uncertainty is reported in
parentheses.

We observe that the new N3LO corrections decrease
the fiducial cross section by about 2.5%, and the final
prediction at N3LO has larger theoretical errors than
the NNLO counterpart, whose uncertainty band does not
capture the N3LO central value. This indicates a poor
convergence of the fixed-order perturbative series for this
process, which is consistent with what has been observed
in the inclusive case in Refs. [10–12]. In the resummed
case, the theoretical uncertainty is more reliable and
within errors the convergence of the perturbative series
is improved. The presence of linear power corrections is
also responsible for the moderate di�erence between the
fixed-order and the resummed prediction for the symmet-
ric cuts (2a), which in turn indicates a sensitivity of the
cross section to the infrared region of small p��

T . This ul-
timately worsens further the perturbative convergence of
the fixed-order series thereby challenging the perspectives
to reach percent-accurate theoretical predictions within
symmetric cuts.

A possible solution to this problem [100] is to slightly
modify the definition of the fiducial cuts as in Eq. (2b)
in order to reduce such a sensitivity to infrared physics.
We present for the first time theoretical predictions up
to N3LO and N3LO+N3LL for this set of cuts, reported
in the third and fourth column of Tab. I. The relative
di�erence between the fixed-order and resummed calcu-
lations for the fiducial cross section never exceeds the

• 2.5% negative correction at N3LO in the ATLAS fiducial region. N3LO larger than the 
NNLO correction and outside its error band 

• More robust estimate of the theory uncertainty when resummation effects are included 

• Slicing error computed conservatively by considering the cutoff within the [0.45-1.5] GeV 
interval 

qcut
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�10.4%
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�2.66% 831.32(3)+0.59%
�0.96% 830.98(4)+0.74%
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3 722.9(1.1)+0.68%
�1.09% ± 0.9 726.2(1.1)+1.07%
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�0.73% ± 0.8 816.6(1.1)+0.87%

�0.69%

TABLE I. Fiducial cross sections for the symmetric (2a) and product (2b) cuts both at fixed perturbative order and including
all-order resummation.

dow is 66 GeV < m�� < 116 GeV and the lepton rapidi-
ties are confined to |��± | < 2.5. The transverse momen-
tum of the two leptons is constrained as

Symmetric cuts [113]: |�p �±

T | > 27 GeV , (2a)

Product cuts [100]:
�

|�p �+
T | |�p ��

T | > 27 GeV ,

min{|�p �±

T |} > 20 GeV . (2b)

The central factorisation and renormalisation scales

are chosen to be µR = µF =
�

m��
2 + p��

T
2

and the cen-

tral resummation scale is set to Q = m��/2. In the results
presented below, the theoretical uncertainty is estimated
by varying the µR and µF scales by a factor of two about
their central value, while keeping 1/2 � µR/µF � 2. In
addition, for the resummed results, for central µR = µF

scales we vary Q by a factor of two around its central
value. Moreover, a matching-scheme uncertainty is esti-
mated by including the full scale variation of the additive
matching scheme of Ref. [59] (27 variations that comprise
the one of the central matching scale v0 introduced in
Eq. (5.2) of that article). The final uncertainty is ob-
tained as the envelope of all the above variations, corre-
sponding to 7 and 36 curves for the fixed-order and re-
summed computations, respectively. In the fiducial cross
sections quoted below at N3LO and N3LO+N3LL, we do
not consider the uncertainty related to the missing N3LO
parton distributions, which are currently unavailable.

In Fig. 1, we start by showing the transverse-
momentum distribution of the Drell–Yan lepton pair in
the fiducial volume (2a), obtained with Eq. (1), compared
to experimental data [113]. In the figure we label the
distributions by the perturbative accuracy of their inclu-
sive integral over p��

T . Our state-of-the-art N3LO+N3LL
prediction provides an excellent description of the data
across the spectrum, with the exception of the first bin at
small p��

T which is susceptible to non-perturbative correc-
tions not included in our calculation. We point out that
the term d�NNLO

DY+jet�
�
d�N3LL

DY

�
O(�3

s)
in Eq. (1) gives a non-

negligible contribution even for p��
T � 15 GeV. The resid-

ual theoretical uncertainty in the intermediate p��
T region

is at the few-percent level, and it increases to about 5%
for p��

T & 50 GeV. A more accurate description of the

large-p��
T region requires the inclusion of EW corrections,

which we neglect in our calculation.
We now consider the fiducial cross section with sym-

metric cuts (2a). In order to gain control over the slicing
systematic error, we choose pcut

T as low as 0.81 GeV. In
the first column of Tab. I, denoted as NkLO, we show the
fixed-order results to O(↵k

s ). The second column of Tab. I
displays the result obtained including resummation ef-
fects. In the fixed-order case, the theoretical uncertainty
at N3LO, estimated as discussed above, is supplemented
with an estimate of the slicing uncertainty obtained by
varying pcut

T in the range [0.45, 1.48] GeV and taking the
average di�erence from the result with pcut

T = 0.81 GeV.
In the resummed case, we quote the total theoretical un-
certainty including also the matching scheme variation.
In both cases the statistical uncertainty is reported in
parentheses.

We observe that the new N3LO corrections decrease
the fiducial cross section by about 2.5%, and the final
prediction at N3LO has larger theoretical errors than
the NNLO counterpart, whose uncertainty band does not
capture the N3LO central value. This indicates a poor
convergence of the fixed-order perturbative series for this
process, which is consistent with what has been observed
in the inclusive case in Refs. [10–12]. In the resummed
case, the theoretical uncertainty is more reliable and
within errors the convergence of the perturbative series
is improved. The presence of linear power corrections is
also responsible for the moderate di�erence between the
fixed-order and the resummed prediction for the symmet-
ric cuts (2a), which in turn indicates a sensitivity of the
cross section to the infrared region of small p��

T . This ul-
timately worsens further the perturbative convergence of
the fixed-order series thereby challenging the perspectives
to reach percent-accurate theoretical predictions within
symmetric cuts.

A possible solution to this problem [100] is to slightly
modify the definition of the fiducial cuts as in Eq. (2b)
in order to reduce such a sensitivity to infrared physics.
We present for the first time theoretical predictions up
to N3LO and N3LO+N3LL for this set of cuts, reported
in the third and fourth column of Tab. I. The relative
di�erence between the fixed-order and resummed calcu-
lations for the fiducial cross section never exceeds the

• 2.5% negative correction at N3LO in the ATLAS fiducial region. N3LO larger than the 
NNLO correction and outside its error band 

• More robust estimate of the theory uncertainty when resummation effects are included 

• Slicing error computed conservatively by considering the cutoff within the [0.45-1.5] GeV 
interval 

• Central value very similar at NkLO and NkLO+NkLL for product cuts, compatible with the 
absence of linear power corrections
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TABLE I. Fiducial cross sections for the symmetric (2a) and product (2b) cuts both at fixed perturbative order and including
all-order resummation.

dow is 66 GeV < m�� < 116 GeV and the lepton rapidi-
ties are confined to |��± | < 2.5. The transverse momen-
tum of the two leptons is constrained as

Symmetric cuts [113]: |�p �±

T | > 27 GeV , (2a)

Product cuts [100]:
�

|�p �+
T | |�p ��

T | > 27 GeV ,

min{|�p �±

T |} > 20 GeV . (2b)

The central factorisation and renormalisation scales

are chosen to be µR = µF =
�

m��
2 + p��

T
2

and the cen-

tral resummation scale is set to Q = m��/2. In the results
presented below, the theoretical uncertainty is estimated
by varying the µR and µF scales by a factor of two about
their central value, while keeping 1/2 � µR/µF � 2. In
addition, for the resummed results, for central µR = µF

scales we vary Q by a factor of two around its central
value. Moreover, a matching-scheme uncertainty is esti-
mated by including the full scale variation of the additive
matching scheme of Ref. [59] (27 variations that comprise
the one of the central matching scale v0 introduced in
Eq. (5.2) of that article). The final uncertainty is ob-
tained as the envelope of all the above variations, corre-
sponding to 7 and 36 curves for the fixed-order and re-
summed computations, respectively. In the fiducial cross
sections quoted below at N3LO and N3LO+N3LL, we do
not consider the uncertainty related to the missing N3LO
parton distributions, which are currently unavailable.

In Fig. 1, we start by showing the transverse-
momentum distribution of the Drell–Yan lepton pair in
the fiducial volume (2a), obtained with Eq. (1), compared
to experimental data [113]. In the figure we label the
distributions by the perturbative accuracy of their inclu-
sive integral over p��

T . Our state-of-the-art N3LO+N3LL
prediction provides an excellent description of the data
across the spectrum, with the exception of the first bin at
small p��

T which is susceptible to non-perturbative correc-
tions not included in our calculation. We point out that
the term d�NNLO

DY+jet�
�
d�N3LL

DY

�
O(�3

s)
in Eq. (1) gives a non-

negligible contribution even for p��
T � 15 GeV. The resid-

ual theoretical uncertainty in the intermediate p��
T region

is at the few-percent level, and it increases to about 5%
for p��

T & 50 GeV. A more accurate description of the

large-p��
T region requires the inclusion of EW corrections,

which we neglect in our calculation.
We now consider the fiducial cross section with sym-

metric cuts (2a). In order to gain control over the slicing
systematic error, we choose pcut

T as low as 0.81 GeV. In
the first column of Tab. I, denoted as NkLO, we show the
fixed-order results to O(↵k

s ). The second column of Tab. I
displays the result obtained including resummation ef-
fects. In the fixed-order case, the theoretical uncertainty
at N3LO, estimated as discussed above, is supplemented
with an estimate of the slicing uncertainty obtained by
varying pcut

T in the range [0.45, 1.48] GeV and taking the
average di�erence from the result with pcut

T = 0.81 GeV.
In the resummed case, we quote the total theoretical un-
certainty including also the matching scheme variation.
In both cases the statistical uncertainty is reported in
parentheses.

We observe that the new N3LO corrections decrease
the fiducial cross section by about 2.5%, and the final
prediction at N3LO has larger theoretical errors than
the NNLO counterpart, whose uncertainty band does not
capture the N3LO central value. This indicates a poor
convergence of the fixed-order perturbative series for this
process, which is consistent with what has been observed
in the inclusive case in Refs. [10–12]. In the resummed
case, the theoretical uncertainty is more reliable and
within errors the convergence of the perturbative series
is improved. The presence of linear power corrections is
also responsible for the moderate di�erence between the
fixed-order and the resummed prediction for the symmet-
ric cuts (2a), which in turn indicates a sensitivity of the
cross section to the infrared region of small p��

T . This ul-
timately worsens further the perturbative convergence of
the fixed-order series thereby challenging the perspectives
to reach percent-accurate theoretical predictions within
symmetric cuts.

A possible solution to this problem [100] is to slightly
modify the definition of the fiducial cuts as in Eq. (2b)
in order to reduce such a sensitivity to infrared physics.
We present for the first time theoretical predictions up
to N3LO and N3LO+N3LL for this set of cuts, reported
in the third and fourth column of Tab. I. The relative
di�erence between the fixed-order and resummed calcu-
lations for the fiducial cross section never exceeds the

[Chen, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Monni, Re, LR, Torrielli ’22]

resummation of linear power corrections
ptcut=0.8GeV

I Negative N3LO correction (– 2.5%) in ATLAS setup, outside of the NNLO error band.

I Nk LO+Nk LL ⌘ including recoil effects in resummation (i.e. resumming linear power
corrections). More robust uncertainty estimate.

I Nk LO closer to Nk LO+Nk LL with product cuts (no linear power corrections).
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ATLAS symmetric cuts:

pT(lep) > 27 GeV, |eta(lep)| < 2.5

66 GeV < M_leplep < 116 GeV

without/with resum. of linear power corrections
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neutral DY

-> see also M. Grazzini’s talk



2

dependence of the results on the unphysical slicing pa-
rameter qcutT serves as a strong check.

The unresolved contribution F
N

3
LO

DY
⌦d�LO

DY
|qT<qcutT

de-
notes the fixed-order prediction for producing a W boson
with transverse momentum qT less than qcutT within Soft-
Collinear E↵ective Theory (SCET) [34–38]. It can be
expanded into logarithmic terms ↵m

s lnn(qcutT /MW) and
constant terms. All logarithmic terms can be predicted
through to N3LO [32, 39] using the rapidity renormal-
ization group formalism [40]. The key ingredients to
achieve N3LO accuracy for color-singlet production are
the constant terms. They arise from the boundary condi-
tions for the renormalization group equation, namely the
rapidity-divergent transverse-momentum-dependent soft
function [41] and beam functions [42–44] at three loops,
as well as the massless QCD form factor [45–47].

The resolved contribution above qcutT is computed us-
ing the NNLOJET code for charged-current Drell-Yan-
plus-jet production at NNLO [48, 49]. It is fully dif-
ferential at NNLO accuracy by employing the antenna
subtraction method [50–52]. Su�cient numerical pre-
cision is mandatory to enable the cancellation between
resolved and unresolved contributions at qcutT . This is
achieved through dedicated optimization [29, 33, 39] of
phase space generation and subtraction terms to enable
robust coverage in the unresolved regions for small values
of the slicing parameter qcutT . The cancellation of qcutT -
dependent terms between resolved and unresolved con-
tributions in (1) is accurate only up to power-suppressed
terms at O(↵3

s(q
cut

T /MW)2) which are unaccounted for in
the unresolved piece. These terms are found to be su�-
ciently suppressed to no longer a↵ect the final result for
qcutT ⇠ 1.5 (0.75)GeV at the LHC (Tevatron), which is
validated for each LHC (Tevatron) observable by varying
qcutT by ±0.5 (0.25)GeV.

The decay of the W boson into a charged lepton
and a neutrino is described at leading order with a
Breit-Wigner parametrisation of the W propagator us-
ing a fixed width. To assess the impact of higher order
QCD corrections and EW input parameters, we use the
PDG [53] valuesMW = 80.379GeV and �W = 2.085GeV
as the default setup and compare predictions with varia-
tions of MW and �W.

RESULTS

Applying the qT -subtraction method described above,
we study charged-current Drell-Yan production at fully
di↵erential N3LO accuracy in proton-proton collisions
with center-of-mass energy at 13TeV. We use the central
member of NNPDF3.1 and NNPDF4.0 NNLO PDFs [54, 55]
with ↵s(MZ) = 0.118 throughout the calculation and
the scale evolution is performed with LHAPDF [56].
The electroweak couplings are determined using the Gµ

scheme with: MZ = 91.1876GeV, �Z = 2.4952GeV,

FIG. 1: W boson rapidity distributions from LO to
N3LO accuracy at the LHC. The colored bands rep-
resent theory uncertainties from 7-point scale varia-
tion. The bottom panels show the ratio with respect

to NNLO, for three di↵erent values of qcutT .

GF = 1.1663787 ⇥ 10�5 GeV�2 [53]. The CKM param-
eters are taken at their PDG values [53] in all Tevatron
predictions, while a diagonal CKM matrix is used for
LHC predictions. For absolute cross sections, the CKM
e↵ects are negligible for LHC energies (0.2%) but relevant
at 2% level at Tevatron energies (largely due to the di↵er-
ent partonic composition in proton-antiproton collisions).
For normalized distributions without fiducial cuts, the
CKM e↵ects are negligible throughout. The central fac-
torisation and renormalisation scales are chosen to be the
invariant mass of final state leptons, µF = µR = m`⌫ . To
estimate theoretical uncertainties, we adopt the 7-point
scale variation of µF and µR by a factor of two while
enforcing 1/2  µF /µR  2.

In Fig. 1, we show the rapidity distributions of the

N3LO QCD DY differential
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Fixed-order integrable singularity at 
pT(lep) ~ mZ/2 cured by resummation 
[Catani, Webber, 9710333]: no sensible fixed-
order description!

charged DY

|y(W)|

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.
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ATLAS symmetric cuts:

pT(lep) > 27 GeV, |eta(lep)| < 2.5

66 GeV < M_leplep < 116 GeV
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Figure 4.: Differential transverse-momentum resumma-
tion improved predictions for the �⇤ distri-
bution at order ↵s, ↵2

s and ↵3
s.

state-of-the-art precision, to implement modification of
cuts and input parameters, and also to re-use parts and
to validate other calculations [42].

Previously it was found that fiducial cross-section un-
certainties at the level of ↵3

s are similar to those at
↵2
s, about 1% using RadISH resummation [15]. With

resummation, this uncertainty is dominated by the un-
certainties around the Sudakov peak at small qT , i.e.
mostly within the pure resummation region. We find
more conservative uncertainties of about 2.5% using
CuTe-MCFM resummation.

Although the theoretical precision of the calculation
discussed in this paper is now at an impressive level,
there are two important aspects that require further
work. Statistical PDF uncertainties have reached the
level of one percent [73, 77] and systematic effects can
no longer be neglected. Since these uncertainties are
at the same level as perturbative truncation uncertain-
ties, a careful study of PDF effects at this order will be
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Figure 5.: Differential transverse-momentum resumma-
tion improved predictions for the lepton trans-
verse momentum distribution at order ↵s, ↵2

s

and ↵3
s.

an important future direction. Indeed, while finalizing
this manuscript, approximate N3LO PDFs have been
introduced by the MSHT group [78]. They take into
account approximations for the four loop splitting func-
tions through known information on small and large x
and available Mellin moments. Such theory approxi-
mations of missing higher-order effects are included in
their Hessian procedure as nuisance parameters.3

In addition, in order to better match with data at very
small qT , it is possible to include a parametrization of
non-perturbative effects, see e.g. refs. [79, 80]. This
can then inform the modeling of the related process of
W -boson production and thus have implications for the
extraction of the W -boson mass. Extending W -boson
production in CuTe-MCFM to ↵3

s accuracy will thus be
a valuable extension that allows for very precise W/Z

3A preliminary study of the potential impact of this PDF set on
the results shown in this paper is presented in appendix A.
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CMS symmetric cuts:

pT(lep) > 25 GeV, |eta(lep)| < 2.4

76.2 GeV < M_leplep < 106.2 GeV

|y_leplep| < 2.4

[Cute+MCFM 2207.07056]

neutral DY

phi*



• State-of-the-art pT resummation in QCD


• Fiducial N3LO DY cross sections from pT resummation


• Inclusion of EW effects in pT resummation


• New observable for mW determination



EW effects on precision DY observables
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Figure 7. Upper plots: lepton-pair transverse mass (left plots) and lepton transverse momentum
(right plots) distributions in di↵erent approximations: without QCD corrections (Horace LO and
Horace with QED FSR PS) and with QCD corrections (Powheg-v2 NLO QCD + QCD PS
and Powheg-v2 NLO QCD + QCD PS interfaced to Photos) for the decay W

+
! µ

+
⌫ at the

LHC 14 TeV, with acceptance cuts as in table 11. Lower plots: relative contribution of QED FSR
normalized to the LO predictions and of QED FSR + mixed QCD-QED corrections normalized to
the Powheg-v2 NLO QCD + QCD PS predictions.

LO predictions (blue dots); we then consider the predictions in QCDNLOPS⇥QEDPS ap-

proximation and take the ratio with purely QCD corrected distributions (red dots). With

this ratio we express the impact of QED FSR corrections together with the one of mixed

QCD-QED terms present in a tool based on a factorized ansatz for the combination of

QCD and QED terms, removing exactly the e↵ect of pure QCD corrections. The QED

FSR corrections are common to the blue and red dots and the di↵erence between the two

sets of points is induced by the mixed QCD-QED corrections. As it can be seen from

figure 7, the shape and size of the QED FSR corrections to the transverse mass distribu-

tion is largely maintained after the inclusion of QCD corrections; the mixed QCD-QED

contributions are moderate but not negligible, with an e↵ect at the few per mille level. On

the contrary, the lepton pT distribution is strongly modified by mixed QCD-QED e↵ects,

which amount to some per cent and, more importantly, smear the varying shape of the
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pT(lep)charged DY

• Sizeable impact of QED radiation from final-state 
leptons and mixed QCD-EW corrections on precision 
DY observables


• Resummation of EW effects at the level of fiducial 
leptons obtained with dedicated codes [Horace, Photos, …], 
general LO+PS event generators, NLO+PS POWHEG-
EW [Bernaciak, Wakeroth, 1201.4804, Barzè et al., 1202.0465, 1302.4606, 
…]

-> see also S. Schumann’s talk
-> see also A. Vicini’s talk

[Carloni-Calame et al., 1612.02841]
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Accurate resummation of QED and mixed 
QCD-EW effects with RadISH

<latexit sha1_base64="Xk7jCsQOOoOtwd0EE9mgi8mhmqg=">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</latexit>

d�(pT )

d�B
=

Z
dkt1
kt1

L(kt1) e�R(kt1) F(pT ,�B , kt1)

Luminosity: now including O(𝛼) and O(𝛼s 𝛼) 
constants + photon-initiated channel

Radiator: now with all 𝛼s   𝛼  log(pT/M)      terms      
(+ some subleading), including also soft wide-angle 
radiation from leptons, acquiring dependence on ΦB

nm n+m

[Buonocore, Rottoli, PT, 2404.15112]

Schematic RadISH resummation differential over leptons phase space (massive bare muons)
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[Buonocore, Rottoli, PT, 2404.15112]

Accurate resummation of QED and mixed 
QCD-EW effects with RadISH

• Large EW effects on top of QCD at small pT(Z) and around jacobian peak of mT and pT(lep)


• Accurate comparison with data possible without subtraction of EW effects from the latter


• Mixed O(𝛼s 𝛼) from fixed order not included: it will have a numerical effect (bare muons)
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Figure 3. Matched spectra for the di-lepton transverse momentum in neutral-current DY. Left panel:
perturbative progression including QCD and EW effects. Right panel: effect of EW corrections on top of
the QCD baseline.

4.1 Neutral-current Drell Yan

We start by displaying in Fig. 3 the transverse momentum p
µµ

t
of the di-muon system in NCDY. In

the left panel we compare matched predictions with different accuracy. The purple band features
NLO+NLL0 accuracy both in the QCD and in the EW coupling. We recall that this amounts to
excluding all quantities with label “(1,1)” from eqs. (2.15) to (2.17). Green and orange bands both
include nNLL0

MIX
EW effects (i.e. “(1,1)” quantities in eqs. (2.15) to (2.17)), as well as NNLOQCD,

with the orange (green) attaining N3LL0 (NNLL0) logarithmic QCD accuracy. At medium-large
p
µµ

t
the inclusion of NNLOQCD contributions has the effect of significantly hardening the tail, and

reducing the uncertainty band to the 10-15% level. In the p
µµ

t
! 0 resummation region, nNLL0

MIX

and especially NNLL0
QCD

logarithmic terms lower the spectrum (green vs purple), a trend which
is maintained after inclusion of N3LL0

QCD
contributions (orange vs green). We notice that in this

region the uncertainty band is significantly reduced upon adding logarithmic effects, down to the
few-% level below 20 GeV for our most accurate prediction (orange). Predictions with higher formal
accuracy are well contained within the uncertainty bands of lower orders in that region, which is a
sign of good perturbative convergence.

In the right panel of Fig. 3 we assess the importance of including EW effects (orange) on top
of the QCD NNLO+N3LL0 baseline (light blue). The orange band is identical to the one in the left
panel, which will be the case as well for the next figures in this section. The two predictions differ by
their perturbative content, as well as by the PDF adopted, where a LUXqed photon PDF (together
with its DGLAP evolution) is active only for the former. EW effects induce a visible distortion in
the spectrum at small pµµ

t
, lowering the prediction by as much as 10-15% for p

µµ

t
. 10 GeV. We

have checked that, as one might expect, EW corrections largely factorise from QCD in the small-pµµ
t

region, namely similar shape distortions as those in the right panel of Fig. 3 can be observed when
including EW effects on top of lower-order QCD predictions. The same considerations apply for
all observables considered below. We also note that at small pµµ

t
the uncertainty bands of the two

predictions are comparatively small, at the level of few %, and do not overlap. The latter feature
is not surprising, since EW corrections are genuinely new physical effects, whose magnitude is not
supposed to be meaningfully estimated by pure-QCD scale variations. This consideration highlights
the relevance of an accurate description of EW effects in DY production for a successful precision-
physics programme at the LHC. The effect of all-order EW corrections becomes more and more
marginal for p

µµ

t
& 30 GeV (except for a slight increase in the uncertainty band in the matching

– 11 –
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pT(lep) > 27 GeV, |eta(lep)| < 2.5,

66 GeV < M_leplep < 116 GeV
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Figure 5. Matched spectra for the di-muon transverse mass in neutral-current DY. Left panel: perturbative
progression including QCD and EW effects. Right panel: effect of EW corrections on top of the QCD
baseline.

both below and especially above the jacobian peak at m
µµ

t
' mZ . Perturbative corrections are

relatively flat upon including EW effects, at the level of up to 5% comparing purple and orange
predictions. Uncertainty bands are significantly shrunk by the inclusion of subleading perturbative
effects, again reaching ±2% (±4%) below (above) peak. The right panel shows that EW effects
have moderate impact below the transverse-mass peak, with shape distortions at the ±3% level for
m

µµ

t
. 85 GeV. In the peak region and in the high-mµµ

t
tail the distortion reaches the 15-20% level,

with EW contributions consistently lowering the prediction.

In Fig. 6 we show the same observables that were considered in Figs. 3 to 5, comparing
RadISH+MATRIX predictions against POWHEGQCD+EW [115, 116] results. The latter tool
performs an NLO + parton shower (PS) matching including NLO QCD and NLO EW effects at
the level of matrix elements, as well as the resummation of QED and QCD initial-state radiation
(ISR) by means of Pythia8 [106] (version 8.245), and the resummation of QED final-state radi-
ation (FSR) by means of Photos [103]. In order for the comparison with RadISH+MATRIX
to be sensible, we do not consider hadronisation and multi-particle interactions at the end of the
Pythia8 showering phase. We adopt the AZNLO tune [169], that was fit to precise Drell-Yan
p
``

t
and �

⇤
⌘

data. Moreover, we activate the POWHEGQCD+EW flag lepaslight=0, in order to
treat the final-state muons as massive. POWHEGQCD+EW contains QCD and EW ingredients
entering our NLO+NLL0 results2. As such, POWHEGQCD+EW predictions (pink curves in Fig. 6)
are expected to be fairly compatible with the RadISH+MATRIX ones at NLO+NLL0 accuracy
(purple lines) within their respective uncertainties. Both are confronted to our best predictions
(orange lines) to assess the numerical impact, with respect to the current state of the art, of the
terms included in the present article for the first time. For clarity, we stress that the purple and
orange RadISH+MATRIX predictions are the same (with identical colour code) as displayed in
the left panels of Figs. 3 to 5.

Starting with the di-muon transverse momentum p
µµ

t
in the upper-left panel of Fig. 6, we note

that the RadISH+MATRIX (purple) and POWHEGQCD+EW (pink) central predictions are in
reasonable shape agreement in the resummation region p

µµ

t
. 20 GeV. As far as the hard p

µµ

t
tail is

concerned, we instead observe a different shape between the two generators. We have checked that

2
We note that the photon-induced process �� ! µ+µ�

at LO is not available in the current version of the NCDY

POWHEGQCD+EW generator Z_ew-BMNNPV revision 4056.
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Figure 8. Matched spectra for the muon transverse momentum in charged-current DY. Left panel: per-
turbative progression including QCD and EW effects. Right panel: effect of EW corrections on top of the
QCD baseline.
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Figure 9. Matched spectra for the muon-neutrino transverse mass in charged-current DY. Left panel:
perturbative progression including QCD and EW effects. Right panel: effect of EW corrections on top of
the QCD baseline.

Figs. 8 and 9 show predictions for the muon transverse momentum p
µ

+

t
and for the muon-

neutrino transverse mass mµ⌫

t
. These distributions are central for the determination of fundamental

SM parameters such as the W -boson mass, serving as inputs for template-fitting techniques [1–5], or
for the definition of new observables [119, 120] based on their perturbative prediction. By and large,
the same comments expressed for the analogous NCDY observables apply in CCDY as well, with
a remarkable perturbative stability displayed by all predictions including EW effects (left panels of
Figs. 8 and 9), and visible shape distortions induced by the latter on top of pure-QCD predictions
(right panels of Figs. 8 and 9). From the quantitative point of view, the effect of EW corrections is
slightly smaller than for NCDY, consistently with what noticed for pµ⌫

t
in the right panel of Fig. 7.

The trend is also very similar to what found in Fig. 24 of [168], both for p
µ

+

t
and for m

µ⌫

t
.

As for the comparison with POWHEGQCD+EW in CCDY, in Fig. 10 we show predictions for
the muon-neutrino transverse momentum, the muon transverse momentum, and the muon-neutrino
transverse mass, with the same pattern used in Fig. 6. The features of the comparison are very
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charged DY
pT(lep)26 GeV < pT(lep) < 55 GeV,    

|eta(lep)| < 2.4, mT > 40 GeV



• State-of-the-art pT resummation in QCD


• Fiducial N3LO DY cross sections from pT resummation


• Inclusion of EW effects in pT resummation


• New observable for mW determination



New variable for mW determination

14

[Rottoli, PT, Vicini, 2301.04059]2

pret the extracted mW as the fundamental SM parame-
ter; on the other hand, the observable displays excellent
perturbative convergence, which enables a robust study
of the associated perturbative-QCD (pQCD) uncertain-
ties, and its theoretical description is systematically im-
provable by adding subleading QCD and EW e↵ects. The
simple dependence of the observable uponmW in turn al-
lows a plain study of the impact of non-perturbative QCD
(npQCD) e↵ects, as well as a consistent propagation of
their uncertainties in the prediction.

Lepton transverse momentum and sensitivity to mW .
The modelling of p`

? in CCDY requires a precise descrip-
tion of the QCD contributions to the transverse and lon-
gitudinal degrees of freedom of the final state [77]. At
leading order (LO) the charged lepton and the neutrino
are back-to-back, p`⌫

? = 0, thus, neglecting lepton masses
and the W -boson decay width �W , the p`

? distribution
has a sharp kinematical endpoint at p`

? = mW /2, which
is the origin of its sensitivity to the W -boson mass (see
also [78, 79]). Beyond LO in QCD, the region around the
endpoint develops a sensitivity to soft radiation, which in
turn generates an integrable singularity [80] in the fixed-
order di↵erential p`

? spectrum. The all-order treatment
of soft and collinear initial-state QCD radiation, achieved
by a resummation of enhanced logarithms log(p`⌫

? /mW ),
is therefore a central ingredient for a reliable descrip-
tion of p`

?. Such a resummation nowadays reaches next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (N3LL) accuracy,
matched with the next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO)
predictions for the transverse-momentum spectrum [27].

In the following, we consider the p`
? distribution at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with centre-of-mass energyp
S = 13 TeV and acceptance cuts p`

? > 20 GeV, M `⌫
? >

27 GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, 66 GeV < M `⌫ < 116 GeV (⌘` and
M `⌫ being the charged-lepton rapidity and the lepton-
pair invariant mass, respectively), using the central
replica of the NNPDF4.0 NNLO proton PDF set [81] with
strong coupling constant ↵s(mZ) = 0.118 through the
LHAPDF interface [82]. We give predictions for three dif-
ferent QCD approximations, NLO+NLL, NNLO+NNLL
and NNLO+N3LL [83], using the RadISH [31, 84–86] code
for p`⌫

? resummation, with a fixed-order prediction pro-
vided by MCFM [87]. We match the two results using the
qT -subtraction formalism [88], with a technical slicing
cuto↵ qcut

T = 0.81 GeV in the MCFM calculation. Linear
fiducial power corrections are included in the RadISH pre-
diction through transverse recoil [28, 89] using the pre-
scription described in [90, 91]. We consider 21 values
of mW between 80.329 GeV and 80.429 GeV, in steps
of 5 MeV. Renormalisation, factorisation and resumma-

tion scales are chosen as µR,F = ⇠R,F

q
(M `⌫)2 + (p`⌫

? )2,

and µQ = ⇠Q M `⌫ , respectively. We estimate pQCD un-
certainties by varying ⇠R and ⇠F independently in the
range (1/2, 1, 2), excluding ⇠R,F /⇠F,R = 4, while keeping
⇠Q = 1/2 (7 variations). In addition, we consider the 2
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Figure 1. Upper panel: charged-lepton transverse-
momentum distribution in CCDY, computed with di↵erent
QCD approximations and referencemW = 80.379 GeV. Lower
panel: ratio of p`? distributions computed with two mW val-
ues di↵ering by 20 MeV.

variations of ⇠Q in (1/4, 1) at central values ⇠R = ⇠F = 1,
thereby obtaining a total envelope of 9 variations.

The upper panel of Figure 1 displays the perturbative
convergence of the p`

? distribution, for a given value of
mW = 80.379 GeV: one can notice how the inclusion
of higher-order pQCD e↵ects in resummed predictions
translates into a significant reduction of theoretical sys-
tematics. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the impact
on the p`

? distribution of a 20-MeV shift of the reference
mW value. As evinced by the plot, such a shift induces
a shape distortion at the 0.5%-level around the jacobian
peak, an e↵ect which is clearly resolvable beyond the the-
oretical uncertainty. We also note that, starting from
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Cij = <σi σj> - <σi> <σj>, with <..> = average over mW values


• Eigenvalues of Cij yield eigenvectors’ sensitivity to mW
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• First eigenvalue ~ 99% of Cij trace


• Sensitivity in a single bin combination: ΔmW just 
causes spectrum to shift by ΔmW/2


• Jacobian asymmetry: a proxy for the dominant 
Cij eigenvector
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p`t = 47 GeV

2

pret the extracted mW as the fundamental SM parame-
ter; on the other hand, the observable displays excellent
perturbative convergence, which enables a robust study
of the associated perturbative-QCD (pQCD) uncertain-
ties, and its theoretical description is systematically im-
provable by adding subleading QCD and EW e↵ects. The
simple dependence of the observable uponmW in turn al-
lows a plain study of the impact of non-perturbative QCD
(npQCD) e↵ects, as well as a consistent propagation of
their uncertainties in the prediction.

Lepton transverse momentum and sensitivity to mW .
The modelling of p`

? in CCDY requires a precise descrip-
tion of the QCD contributions to the transverse and lon-
gitudinal degrees of freedom of the final state [77]. At
leading order (LO) the charged lepton and the neutrino
are back-to-back, p`⌫

? = 0, thus, neglecting lepton masses
and the W -boson decay width �W , the p`

? distribution
has a sharp kinematical endpoint at p`

? = mW /2, which
is the origin of its sensitivity to the W -boson mass (see
also [78, 79]). Beyond LO in QCD, the region around the
endpoint develops a sensitivity to soft radiation, which in
turn generates an integrable singularity [80] in the fixed-
order di↵erential p`

? spectrum. The all-order treatment
of soft and collinear initial-state QCD radiation, achieved
by a resummation of enhanced logarithms log(p`⌫

? /mW ),
is therefore a central ingredient for a reliable descrip-
tion of p`

?. Such a resummation nowadays reaches next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (N3LL) accuracy,
matched with the next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO)
predictions for the transverse-momentum spectrum [27].

In the following, we consider the p`
? distribution at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with centre-of-mass energyp
S = 13 TeV and acceptance cuts p`

? > 20 GeV, M `⌫
? >

27 GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, 66 GeV < M `⌫ < 116 GeV (⌘` and
M `⌫ being the charged-lepton rapidity and the lepton-
pair invariant mass, respectively), using the central
replica of the NNPDF4.0 NNLO proton PDF set [81] with
strong coupling constant ↵s(mZ) = 0.118 through the
LHAPDF interface [82]. We give predictions for three dif-
ferent QCD approximations, NLO+NLL, NNLO+NNLL
and NNLO+N3LL [83], using the RadISH [31, 84–86] code
for p`⌫

? resummation, with a fixed-order prediction pro-
vided by MCFM [87]. We match the two results using the
qT -subtraction formalism [88], with a technical slicing
cuto↵ qcut

T = 0.81 GeV in the MCFM calculation. Linear
fiducial power corrections are included in the RadISH pre-
diction through transverse recoil [28, 89] using the pre-
scription described in [90, 91]. We consider 21 values
of mW between 80.329 GeV and 80.429 GeV, in steps
of 5 MeV. Renormalisation, factorisation and resumma-

tion scales are chosen as µR,F = ⇠R,F

q
(M `⌫)2 + (p`⌫

? )2,

and µQ = ⇠Q M `⌫ , respectively. We estimate pQCD un-
certainties by varying ⇠R and ⇠F independently in the
range (1/2, 1, 2), excluding ⇠R,F /⇠F,R = 4, while keeping
⇠Q = 1/2 (7 variations). In addition, we consider the 2
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Figure 1. Upper panel: charged-lepton transverse-
momentum distribution in CCDY, computed with di↵erent
QCD approximations and referencemW = 80.379 GeV. Lower
panel: ratio of p`? distributions computed with two mW val-
ues di↵ering by 20 MeV.

variations of ⇠Q in (1/4, 1) at central values ⇠R = ⇠F = 1,
thereby obtaining a total envelope of 9 variations.

The upper panel of Figure 1 displays the perturbative
convergence of the p`

? distribution, for a given value of
mW = 80.379 GeV: one can notice how the inclusion
of higher-order pQCD e↵ects in resummed predictions
translates into a significant reduction of theoretical sys-
tematics. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the impact
on the p`

? distribution of a 20-MeV shift of the reference
mW value. As evinced by the plot, such a shift induces
a shape distortion at the 0.5%-level around the jacobian
peak, an e↵ect which is clearly resolvable beyond the the-
oretical uncertainty. We also note that, starting from
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charged DY
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pure QCD • pT(lep) jacobian peak at ~ mW/2


• Sensitivity to mW of pT(lep) bins σi through covariance matrix:                         
Cij = <σi σj> - <σi> <σj>, with <..> = average over mW values


• Eigenvalues of Cij yield eigenvectors’ sensitivity to mW
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2

pret the extracted mW as the fundamental SM parame-
ter; on the other hand, the observable displays excellent
perturbative convergence, which enables a robust study
of the associated perturbative-QCD (pQCD) uncertain-
ties, and its theoretical description is systematically im-
provable by adding subleading QCD and EW e↵ects. The
simple dependence of the observable uponmW in turn al-
lows a plain study of the impact of non-perturbative QCD
(npQCD) e↵ects, as well as a consistent propagation of
their uncertainties in the prediction.

Lepton transverse momentum and sensitivity to mW .
The modelling of p`

? in CCDY requires a precise descrip-
tion of the QCD contributions to the transverse and lon-
gitudinal degrees of freedom of the final state [77]. At
leading order (LO) the charged lepton and the neutrino
are back-to-back, p`⌫

? = 0, thus, neglecting lepton masses
and the W -boson decay width �W , the p`

? distribution
has a sharp kinematical endpoint at p`

? = mW /2, which
is the origin of its sensitivity to the W -boson mass (see
also [78, 79]). Beyond LO in QCD, the region around the
endpoint develops a sensitivity to soft radiation, which in
turn generates an integrable singularity [80] in the fixed-
order di↵erential p`

? spectrum. The all-order treatment
of soft and collinear initial-state QCD radiation, achieved
by a resummation of enhanced logarithms log(p`⌫

? /mW ),
is therefore a central ingredient for a reliable descrip-
tion of p`

?. Such a resummation nowadays reaches next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (N3LL) accuracy,
matched with the next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO)
predictions for the transverse-momentum spectrum [27].

In the following, we consider the p`
? distribution at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with centre-of-mass energyp
S = 13 TeV and acceptance cuts p`

? > 20 GeV, M `⌫
? >

27 GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, 66 GeV < M `⌫ < 116 GeV (⌘` and
M `⌫ being the charged-lepton rapidity and the lepton-
pair invariant mass, respectively), using the central
replica of the NNPDF4.0 NNLO proton PDF set [81] with
strong coupling constant ↵s(mZ) = 0.118 through the
LHAPDF interface [82]. We give predictions for three dif-
ferent QCD approximations, NLO+NLL, NNLO+NNLL
and NNLO+N3LL [83], using the RadISH [31, 84–86] code
for p`⌫

? resummation, with a fixed-order prediction pro-
vided by MCFM [87]. We match the two results using the
qT -subtraction formalism [88], with a technical slicing
cuto↵ qcut

T = 0.81 GeV in the MCFM calculation. Linear
fiducial power corrections are included in the RadISH pre-
diction through transverse recoil [28, 89] using the pre-
scription described in [90, 91]. We consider 21 values
of mW between 80.329 GeV and 80.429 GeV, in steps
of 5 MeV. Renormalisation, factorisation and resumma-

tion scales are chosen as µR,F = ⇠R,F

q
(M `⌫)2 + (p`⌫

? )2,

and µQ = ⇠Q M `⌫ , respectively. We estimate pQCD un-
certainties by varying ⇠R and ⇠F independently in the
range (1/2, 1, 2), excluding ⇠R,F /⇠F,R = 4, while keeping
⇠Q = 1/2 (7 variations). In addition, we consider the 2
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Figure 1. Upper panel: charged-lepton transverse-
momentum distribution in CCDY, computed with di↵erent
QCD approximations and referencemW = 80.379 GeV. Lower
panel: ratio of p`? distributions computed with two mW val-
ues di↵ering by 20 MeV.

variations of ⇠Q in (1/4, 1) at central values ⇠R = ⇠F = 1,
thereby obtaining a total envelope of 9 variations.

The upper panel of Figure 1 displays the perturbative
convergence of the p`

? distribution, for a given value of
mW = 80.379 GeV: one can notice how the inclusion
of higher-order pQCD e↵ects in resummed predictions
translates into a significant reduction of theoretical sys-
tematics. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the impact
on the p`

? distribution of a 20-MeV shift of the reference
mW value. As evinced by the plot, such a shift induces
a shape distortion at the 0.5%-level around the jacobian
peak, an e↵ect which is clearly resolvable beyond the the-
oretical uncertainty. We also note that, starting from
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• L / U sum bins below / above ~ 37GeV with + / — sign, mimicking dominant Cij eigenvector

charged DY

Jacobian asymmetry
pure QCD
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[Rottoli, PT, Vicini, 2301.04059]

• Excellent perturbative QCD convergence


• Simple combination of fiducial pT(lep) rates integrated in 
wide bins: small systematic/statistical experimental error, 
viability to unfold detector effects


• Naive estimate: ΔmW ~ ± 15 MeV experimental (syst),     
ΔmW ~ ± 5 MeV in perturbative QCD


• Impact of EW and non-perturbative QCD to be separately 
assessed, clean disentangling of effects, minimal reliance on 
neutral DY
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Figure 2. The asymmetry Ap`
?

as a function of mW , in

di↵erent QCD approximations.

Figure 3. The range of mW values obtained comparing the
band of theoretical predictions at di↵erent orders in pQCD,
with the central experimental value of Ap`

?
. Di↵erent choices

of [p`,min
? , p`,mid

? , p`,max
? ] are considered.

proxy. The pattern of convergence against variations
of [p`,min

? , p`,mid
? , p`,max

? ] largely reflects our considerations
below Eq. (2). We also remark the need of N3LL resum-
mation for a sizeable reduction of theoretical uncertainty,
and a precise mW determination.

Discussion. The asymmetry Ap`
?

defined in Eq. (2)
o↵ers some interesting features, compared to a template
fit of the whole p`

? distribution. First, it is defined in

terms of inclusive rates integrated over relatively wide
phase-space regions: this allows to obtain a fairly stable
QCD prediction on the theoretical side, and an excellent
statistical precision and the possibility to unfold detec-
tor e↵ects on the experimental side. Second, the asym-
metry enables a determination of mW based on CCDY
data which, upon including state-of-the-art pQCD pre-
dictions, is not dominated by the tuning of model param-
eters on NCDY measurements. Third, through its linear
dependence on mW , the asymmetry o↵ers the possibil-
ity to cleanly disentangle the impact on mW determina-
tion of all e↵ects contributing to the p`

? spectrum. On
top of the pQCD predictions scrutinised in this paper,
which constitute a robust starting point, it is conceptu-
ally straightforward to include final-state QED radiation,
as well as EW and mixed QCD-EW perturbative correc-
tions. All of these additional e↵ects induce modifications
to Ap`

?
that can be separately assessed and systemati-

cally refined. E↵ects of npQCD origin, relevant for a fully
realistic description, can also be included as a separate
component to the prediction of Ap`

?
, but as opposed to

template-fitting, their inclusion is not instrumental for
the whole mW -extraction procedure. As they involve
initial-state QCD radiation, their inclusion is expected
to simply induce a vertical o↵set to Ap`

?
without altering

its slope, i.e. its sensitivity to mW . This o↵set in turn
yields a shift of the preferred mW value, which can be
easily estimated thanks to the linear mW -dependence of
Ap`

?
. The underlying npQCD model can be constrained

via the simultaneous analysis of more observables, other
than Ap`

?
: the improvement in the accuracy of this model

is thus a problem fully decoupled from mW determina-
tion.
To illustrate how npQCD contributions can be consis-

tently studied through the asymmetry Ap`
?
, we consider

e↵ects on mW coming from collinear proton PDFs and
from the modelling of an intrinsic transverse momentum
k? of partons in the proton (further details on the results
of this study can be found in the Appendix). The un-
certainty on collinear PDFs enters transverse kinematics
indirectly, through the finite lepton-rapidity acceptance,
while intrinsic k? directly shifts leptonic momenta.
As for the e↵ect of collinear PDFs, predictions for

Ap`
?
(32GeV, 37GeV, 47GeV) obtained using all 100

replicas of the NNPDF4.0 set yield a PDF uncer-
tainty of ±11.5 MeV. More conservatively, we also
consider the central replicas of the CT18NNLO [93],
MSHT20nnlo [94], and NNPDF3.1 [95] PDF sets. The
corresponding spread of mW values is of ⇠ 30 MeV. A
reduction of PDF uncertainty can be achieved by profil-
ing PDF replicas through the simultaneous inclusion of
additional information, such as data in di↵erent rapid-
ity regions [68, 69], all bins of the p`

? distribution [73],
di↵erent W charges at the LHC [2].

Turning to the intrinsic k? of partons in the proton,
it can be precisely modelled studying the p`+`�

? distribu-

pure QCD

Slope independent of QCD approx / 
scale choice: QCD ISR factorised from 
mW-sensitive propagation/decay

charged DY
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• pT resummation at N3LL’ / approx. N4LL QCD resummation, successful 
comparison with data


• pT resummation for fixed-order N3LO fiducial, resummation of linear power 
corrections


• High accuracy resummation of QCD+EW effects in RadISH, impact on precision  
Drell-Yan leptonic observables


• Jacobian asymmetry for mW determination, with good theo./expt. properties and 
clean disentangling of different effects

Thank you for your attention
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k3 Born matrix element at pT != 0
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k3 Born matrix element at pT = 0

Transverse recoil

1

• Leading-power pT resummation

• Including next-to-leading power: recoil prescription [Catani et al., 1507.06937]


• generate pT by QCD initial-state radiation

• boost Born kinematics from V rest frame to frame with that pT

• apply fiducial cuts on boosted Born kinematics

• Sufficient to resum all linear fiducial power corrections for pT in DY [Ebert et al., 2006.11382]
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Template fitting and tuning

The template fitting procedure is acceptable if the data are described by the theoretical distribution with high quality
Template fitting: description of the single lepton transverse momentum distribution

Scale variation of the N3LO+N3LL prediction for ptlep  
provides a set of equally good templates 
but the width of the uncertainty band is at the few percent level 
a factor 10 larger than the naive estimate would require !

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.
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inputs, χ2/dof and the probability of obtaining a χ2/dof at least as large, are summarized in Table S9.

B. Consistency checks

We compare the electron and muon p!T fit results obtained from subsamples of the data chosen to enhance possible
residual instrumental effects (Table S10). The uncertainty on the difference between the W+ → µ+ν and W− → µ−ν
fits includes the uncertainty due to the COT alignment (the uncertainty in the intercept of the linear fit in Fig. S6),
which contributes to this mass splitting. The mass fit differences for the electron channel are shown with and without
applying an E/p-based calibration from the corresponding subsample. The stability of the momentum and energy
scales is verified by performing Z-boson mass fits in subsamples separated in chronological time (indicated by run
number in Table S10).

We additionally test the stability of the mass fits as the fit ranges are varied. The variations of the fitted mass values
relative to the nominal results are consistent with expected statistical fluctuations, as shown in Figs. S39-S41 [107].
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Table 2: Results of fits of di↵erent models to the pZT distribution. The uncertainties quoted are
statistical, and the �2 comparison of the di↵erent models to the data is evaluated considering
only statistical uncertainties. The right-hand column lists the fit values of the kintrT parameter
or, for DYTurbo, the analogous g parameter. The fit with DYTurbo has one more degree
of freedom than the fits with the other models since only one tuning parameter (g) is used for
DYTurbo.

Program �2/ndf ↵s

DYTurbo 208.1/13 0.1180 g = 0.523± 0.047GeV2

POWHEGPythia 30.3/12 0.1248± 0.0004 kintr
T = 1.470± 0.130GeV

POWHEGHerwig 55.6/12 0.1361± 0.0001 kintr
T = 0.802± 0.053GeV

Herwig 41.8/12 0.1352± 0.0002 kintr
T = 0.753± 0.052GeV

Pythia, CT09MCS 69.0/12 0.1287± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.113± 0.032GeV

Pythia, NNPDF31 62.1/12 0.1289± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.109± 0.032GeV

importance of A3 can be understood by inspection of Eq. 2: an increase in A3 enhances
the cross-section for events with large sin# and cos'. The contribution to the muon
pT from the W boson mass scales with sin# while the contribution from the transverse
momentum of the W boson scales with ± cos' for W± boson production. By allowing
a single A3 scaling factor, which is shared between the W+ and W� processes, to vary
freely in the mW fit the angular coe�cient uncertainty is reduced by roughly a factor
of three, to 10MeV. E↵ectively the resulting model only depends on DYTurbo for the
kinematic dependence of A3, while all other coe�cients are fully modelled by DYTurbo.

7.4 Parametric correction at high transverse momentum

While POWHEGPythia is shown in Sect. 7 to describe the pZT distribution in the region
below 30GeV, it systematically underestimates the cross-section at higher pZT. This is
expected due to the missing matrix elements for the production of a weak boson and more
than one jet. Figure 8 compares the pZT distribution in the data with the model prediction
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Table 2: Results of fits of di↵erent models to the pZT distribution. The uncertainties quoted are
statistical, and the �2 comparison of the di↵erent models to the data is evaluated considering
only statistical uncertainties. The right-hand column lists the fit values of the kintrT parameter
or, for DYTurbo, the analogous g parameter. The fit with DYTurbo has one more degree
of freedom than the fits with the other models since only one tuning parameter (g) is used for
DYTurbo.

Program �2/ndf ↵s

DYTurbo 208.1/13 0.1180 g = 0.523± 0.047GeV2

POWHEGPythia 30.3/12 0.1248± 0.0004 kintr
T = 1.470± 0.130GeV

POWHEGHerwig 55.6/12 0.1361± 0.0001 kintr
T = 0.802± 0.053GeV

Herwig 41.8/12 0.1352± 0.0002 kintr
T = 0.753± 0.052GeV

Pythia, CT09MCS 69.0/12 0.1287± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.113± 0.032GeV

Pythia, NNPDF31 62.1/12 0.1289± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.109± 0.032GeV

importance of A3 can be understood by inspection of Eq. 2: an increase in A3 enhances
the cross-section for events with large sin# and cos'. The contribution to the muon
pT from the W boson mass scales with sin# while the contribution from the transverse
momentum of the W boson scales with ± cos' for W± boson production. By allowing
a single A3 scaling factor, which is shared between the W+ and W� processes, to vary
freely in the mW fit the angular coe�cient uncertainty is reduced by roughly a factor
of three, to 10MeV. E↵ectively the resulting model only depends on DYTurbo for the
kinematic dependence of A3, while all other coe�cients are fully modelled by DYTurbo.

7.4 Parametric correction at high transverse momentum

While POWHEGPythia is shown in Sect. 7 to describe the pZT distribution in the region
below 30GeV, it systematically underestimates the cross-section at higher pZT. This is
expected due to the missing matrix elements for the production of a weak boson and more
than one jet. Figure 8 compares the pZT distribution in the data with the model prediction
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Procedure heavily relies on the 
similarities between NC and CC DY, 
and assumes that the information 
obtained from the data is fully 
correlated between the two processes
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Template fitting and tuning

The template fitting procedure is acceptable if the data are described by the theoretical distribution with high quality
Template fitting: description of the single lepton transverse momentum distribution

Scale variation of the N3LO+N3LL prediction for ptlep  
provides a set of equally good templates 
but the width of the uncertainty band is at the few percent level 
a factor 10 larger than the naive estimate would require !

for the kinematical distributions of the final-state leptons.
A particularly relevant distribution is the leptonic trans-
verse momentum, which plays a central role in the precise
extraction of the W-boson mass at the LHC [2,6]. Figure 3
shows the differential distribution of the negatively charged
lepton at three different orders, for our default value
pcut
T ¼ 0.81 GeV. Unlike for the fiducial cross section,

the inclusion of pll
T resummation in this observable is

crucial to cure local (integrable) divergences in the spec-
trum due to the presence of a Sudakov shoulder [120] at
pl−
T ∼mll=2. The figure shows an excellent convergence

of the perturbative prediction, with residual uncertainties at
N3LOþ N3LL of the order of a few percent across the
entire range.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we have presented state-of-

the-art predictions for the fiducial cross section and differ-
ential distributions in the Drell-Yan process at the LHC,
through both N3LO and N3LOþ N3LL in QCD. These new
predictions are obtained through the combination of an
accurate NNLO calculation for the production of a Drell-
Yan pair in association with one jet, and the N3LL
resummation of logarithmic corrections arising at small
pll
T . The high quality of these results allowed us to carry

out a thorough study of the performance of the computa-
tional method adopted, reaching an excellent control over
all systematic uncertainties involved. We presented pre-
dictions for two different definitions of the fiducial vol-
umes, relying either on symmetric cuts Eq. (2a) on the
transverse momentum of the leptons, or on a recently
proposed product cuts Eq. (2b) which is shown to improve
the stability of the perturbative series. Our results display
residual theoretical uncertainties at the Oð1%Þ level in the

fiducial cross section, and at the few-percent level in
differential distributions. These predictions will play an
important role in the comparison of experimental data with
an accurate theoretical description of the Drell-Yan process
at the LHC.
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inputs, χ2/dof and the probability of obtaining a χ2/dof at least as large, are summarized in Table S9.

B. Consistency checks

We compare the electron and muon p!T fit results obtained from subsamples of the data chosen to enhance possible
residual instrumental effects (Table S10). The uncertainty on the difference between the W+ → µ+ν and W− → µ−ν
fits includes the uncertainty due to the COT alignment (the uncertainty in the intercept of the linear fit in Fig. S6),
which contributes to this mass splitting. The mass fit differences for the electron channel are shown with and without
applying an E/p-based calibration from the corresponding subsample. The stability of the momentum and energy
scales is verified by performing Z-boson mass fits in subsamples separated in chronological time (indicated by run
number in Table S10).

We additionally test the stability of the mass fits as the fit ranges are varied. The variations of the fitted mass values
relative to the nominal results are consistent with expected statistical fluctuations, as shown in Figs. S39-S41 [107].
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models of the unpolarised cross-sections. The fit only considers the region pZT < 30GeV, indicated
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Table 2: Results of fits of di↵erent models to the pZT distribution. The uncertainties quoted are
statistical, and the �2 comparison of the di↵erent models to the data is evaluated considering
only statistical uncertainties. The right-hand column lists the fit values of the kintrT parameter
or, for DYTurbo, the analogous g parameter. The fit with DYTurbo has one more degree
of freedom than the fits with the other models since only one tuning parameter (g) is used for
DYTurbo.

Program �2/ndf ↵s

DYTurbo 208.1/13 0.1180 g = 0.523± 0.047GeV2

POWHEGPythia 30.3/12 0.1248± 0.0004 kintr
T = 1.470± 0.130GeV

POWHEGHerwig 55.6/12 0.1361± 0.0001 kintr
T = 0.802± 0.053GeV

Herwig 41.8/12 0.1352± 0.0002 kintr
T = 0.753± 0.052GeV

Pythia, CT09MCS 69.0/12 0.1287± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.113± 0.032GeV

Pythia, NNPDF31 62.1/12 0.1289± 0.0004 kintr
T = 2.109± 0.032GeV

importance of A3 can be understood by inspection of Eq. 2: an increase in A3 enhances
the cross-section for events with large sin# and cos'. The contribution to the muon
pT from the W boson mass scales with sin# while the contribution from the transverse
momentum of the W boson scales with ± cos' for W± boson production. By allowing
a single A3 scaling factor, which is shared between the W+ and W� processes, to vary
freely in the mW fit the angular coe�cient uncertainty is reduced by roughly a factor
of three, to 10MeV. E↵ectively the resulting model only depends on DYTurbo for the
kinematic dependence of A3, while all other coe�cients are fully modelled by DYTurbo.

7.4 Parametric correction at high transverse momentum

While POWHEGPythia is shown in Sect. 7 to describe the pZT distribution in the region
below 30GeV, it systematically underestimates the cross-section at higher pZT. This is
expected due to the missing matrix elements for the production of a weak boson and more
than one jet. Figure 8 compares the pZT distribution in the data with the model prediction
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Figure 7: Distributions of pZT (left) before and (right) after the fit for the di↵erent candidate
models of the unpolarised cross-sections. The fit only considers the region pZT < 30GeV, indicated
by the dashed vertical line. In the lower panels the ratios with respect to the POWHEGPythia
model are shown.
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the cross-section for events with large sin# and cos'. The contribution to the muon
pT from the W boson mass scales with sin# while the contribution from the transverse
momentum of the W boson scales with ± cos' for W± boson production. By allowing
a single A3 scaling factor, which is shared between the W+ and W� processes, to vary
freely in the mW fit the angular coe�cient uncertainty is reduced by roughly a factor
of three, to 10MeV. E↵ectively the resulting model only depends on DYTurbo for the
kinematic dependence of A3, while all other coe�cients are fully modelled by DYTurbo.

7.4 Parametric correction at high transverse momentum

While POWHEGPythia is shown in Sect. 7 to describe the pZT distribution in the region
below 30GeV, it systematically underestimates the cross-section at higher pZT. This is
expected due to the missing matrix elements for the production of a weak boson and more
than one jet. Figure 8 compares the pZT distribution in the data with the model prediction
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Procedure heavily relies on the 
similarities between NC and CC DY, 
and assumes that the information 
obtained from the data is fully 
correlated between the two processes

[LHCb 2109.01113]

2

[ATLAS-CONF-2023-004]

• Fit template pT(lep) and mT 
distributions to charged DY data


• Templates generated with (low 
accuracy) Monte Carlos, after crucial 
calibration to pT(Z) neutral DY data


• Transfer of information from neutral 
to charged DY: subtle to assess 
systematics

-> see also M. Cipriani’s talk
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Figure 2. The asymmetry Ap`
?

as a function of mW , in

di↵erent QCD approximations.
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Figure 3. The range of mW values obtained comparing the
band of theoretical predictions at di↵erent orders in pQCD,
with the central experimental value of Ap`

?
. Di↵erent choices

of [p`,min
? , p`,mid

? , p`,max
? ] are considered.

proxy. The pattern of convergence against variations
of [p`,min

? , p`,mid
? , p`,max

? ] largely reflects our considerations
below Eq. (2). We also remark the need of N3LL resum-
mation for a sizeable reduction of theoretical uncertainty,
and a precise mW determination.

Discussion. The asymmetry Ap`
?

defined in Eq. (2)
o↵ers some interesting features, compared to a template
fit of the whole p`

? distribution. First, it is defined in

terms of inclusive rates integrated over relatively wide
phase-space regions: this allows to obtain a fairly stable
QCD prediction on the theoretical side, and an excellent
statistical precision and the possibility to unfold detec-
tor e↵ects on the experimental side. Second, the asym-
metry enables a determination of mW based on CCDY
data which, upon including state-of-the-art pQCD pre-
dictions, is not dominated by the tuning of model param-
eters on NCDY measurements. Third, through its linear
dependence on mW , the asymmetry o↵ers the possibil-
ity to cleanly disentangle the impact on mW determina-
tion of all e↵ects contributing to the p`

? spectrum. On
top of the pQCD predictions scrutinised in this paper,
which constitute a robust starting point, it is conceptu-
ally straightforward to include final-state QED radiation,
as well as EW and mixed QCD-EW perturbative correc-
tions. All of these additional e↵ects induce modifications
to Ap`

?
that can be separately assessed and systemati-

cally refined. E↵ects of npQCD origin, relevant for a fully
realistic description, can also be included as a separate
component to the prediction of Ap`

?
, but as opposed to

template-fitting, their inclusion is not instrumental for
the whole mW -extraction procedure. As they involve
initial-state QCD radiation, their inclusion is expected
to simply induce a vertical o↵set to Ap`

?
without altering

its slope, i.e. its sensitivity to mW . This o↵set in turn
yields a shift of the preferred mW value, which can be
easily estimated thanks to the linear mW -dependence of
Ap`

?
. The underlying npQCD model can be constrained

via the simultaneous analysis of more observables, other
than Ap`

?
: the improvement in the accuracy of this model

is thus a problem fully decoupled from mW determina-
tion.
To illustrate how npQCD contributions can be consis-

tently studied through the asymmetry Ap`
?
, we consider

e↵ects on mW coming from collinear proton PDFs and
from the modelling of an intrinsic transverse momentum
k? of partons in the proton (further details on the results
of this study can be found in the Appendix). The un-
certainty on collinear PDFs enters transverse kinematics
indirectly, through the finite lepton-rapidity acceptance,
while intrinsic k? directly shifts leptonic momenta.
As for the e↵ect of collinear PDFs, predictions for

Ap`
?
(32GeV, 37GeV, 47GeV) obtained using all 100

replicas of the NNPDF4.0 set yield a PDF uncer-
tainty of ±11.5 MeV. More conservatively, we also
consider the central replicas of the CT18NNLO [93],
MSHT20nnlo [94], and NNPDF3.1 [95] PDF sets. The
corresponding spread of mW values is of ⇠ 30 MeV. A
reduction of PDF uncertainty can be achieved by profil-
ing PDF replicas through the simultaneous inclusion of
additional information, such as data in di↵erent rapid-
ity regions [68, 69], all bins of the p`

? distribution [73],
di↵erent W charges at the LHC [2].

Turning to the intrinsic k? of partons in the proton,
it can be precisely modelled studying the p`+`�

? distribu-
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• Very good perturbative QCD convergence across 
different bin-edge choices


• Importance of N3LL resummation to establish 
perturbative convergence beyond mere scale 
variations


• Trade-off between sensitivity (improving at higher 
pTmid) and perturbative convergence (improving 
at lower pTmid)

Jacobian asymmetry: dependence on bin edges
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• Variations from 100 NNPDF4.0 NNLO replicas on NLL+NLO result: ΔmW ~ ± 12 MeV


• Spread from 3 other NNLO PDF sets (central replica) on N3LL+NNLO: ΔmW ~ 30 MeV


• Asymmetry slope unaffected: factorisation of initial-state effects from W propagation/decay


• PDF spread can be reduced to few MeV using additional pT(lep) bins, anti-correlation of different rapidity 
windows [Bozzi, Citelli, Vesterinen, Vicini, 2015; Bagnaschi, Vicini 2019], combination of W+/W-

Jacobian asymmetry: dependence on PDFs

Alessandro Vicini - University of Milano                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Milano, February 1st 2023
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PDF uncertainties

  • the PDF uncertainties on  are evaluated in a conservative way
     using the 100 replicae of the NNPDF4.0 - NLO set
     Ⱦ 

  • the spread of the central values of CT18NNLO, MSHTnnlo, NNPDF4.0
     if of  

  • this size of the uncertainty is expected:
         is one single observable,   particularly sensitive to PDF variations

     Ⱦ more information is needed to mitigate this problem

mW

δmPDF
W = ± 11 MeV

∼ 30 MeV

"pℓ
⊥

  1) in situ profiling 
      (e.g. use additional bins of the  distribution)

  2) combination of results in different rapidity acceptance regions
       (e.g. LHCb combined with ATLAS/CMS)

  3) combination of results for  and 

pℓ
⊥

W+ W−
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